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Author
The book of Acts, also known as the Acts of the Apostles, is the
sequel to the Gospel of Luke and the second book written by Luke.
Luke was a physician, a traveling companion of the apostle Paul, and
eyewitness to many of the events chronicled in Acts.
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Date Written
Acts was written sometime after AD 60 and before AD 69. The book
ends with Paul being imprisoned in Rome and doesn’t provide any
sort of conclusion to his trial (Acts 28). It also doesn’t mention the fall
of Jerusalem in AD 70. Because of this, we can assume Luke wrote
Acts during the final events of Paul’s life, before Paul was martyred for
his faith.
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The gospel began to spread outside of Jerusalem, into Judea
and Samaria. One of the deacons of the church of Jerusalem,
Philip, decided to go up to Samaria and take a crack at sharing
the gospel with Israel’s old enemies. Not only did it work, it
turned out to be a huge awakening—so many people
responded so powerfully that the church in Jerusalem sent two
heavy-duty bigwigs, John and Peter, up to Samaria to see what
was happening (Acts 8:4-17).
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Be sensitive.
An effective witness maintains a sensitive heart, ready and willing to
follow the Lord’s prompting.
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Be available.
He recognized that kingdom building is God’s enterprise; he was
merely a laborer.
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Be kind.
We need to earn the right to ask questions. We can do this
by listening to what they have to say, by showing interest, by hearing
them when they talk
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Why should I be baptized?
• Jesus was baptized, so by getting baptized, we're following his
example.
• Jesus commanded that his followers be baptized.
• Baptism is your public declaration of faith in Jesus.
How am I to be baptized?
• Jesus was baptized by being immersed in water.
• Every baptism recorded in the Bible was done in water.
• It's the best way to depict Jesus' burial and resurrection.
Who should be baptized?
• Every person who has made the decision to believe in Christ
should be baptized.

Resources Used
Actsl for Everyone by NT Wright
The Bible from 30,000 feet
Wiersbe’s Expository Outlines
IVP Bible Background NT
The Bible Speaks Today
The Expositor!s Bible Commentary
The IVP Bible Background Commentary
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